Welcome to the first of our regular VMS newsletters where we will attempt to keep you updated on
VMS issues, fixes, and best practices.
These will be stored on the Web Site for future reference, and it is hoped the information will enable
members to have a better understanding of the issues and how to avoid them.
Alex Urquhart Scramble
The issue was the handicaps allocated were incorrect for a couple of teams, especially the Fenwicks.
This was due to changing team players at the last minute on the day and the handicaps not being
refreshed automatically.
This has now been fixed in that if a player is updated into a team, the new Handicap is now auto recalculated when the pairing is changed.
So, there should not be an issue with changing team members at last minute anymore, although it
would be appreciated if you change players at the very last minute let the admin team know
(tournaments@lochendgolfclub.co.uk) just in case.
Caddie Option
The Caddie option button is now available for use during competitions.
Previously the problem was that selecting “Caddie” from bottom line during competition was
knocking players out of the competition screen.
During Competition use new
Caddie Button…

DO NOT use Caddie option from main
bottom Menu during competition…

John Flynn 2BBB
The issue was that members were unable to enter scores on the App. The workaround for now in
this format is to have only 1 person marking for ALL FOUR players while this is being investigated.
Also, some members looked at the card on the App and found it showed scores the wrong way
round. SG haven’t been able to replicate this, and it might have just been a display issue.
If this happens again do not try to rectify it just advise tournaments@lochendgolfclub.co.uk who will
amend and take it forward. SG running some more tests before our Winter League 2BBB

Non-home members unable to select home members when entering a team event
There is a fix for this currently on the Test > Go Live route map and expected to be Live shortly.
Meantime if you are unable to pair with a member, send request to
tournaments@lochendgolfclub.co.uk who will pair you up.

Non-Verified Scores
As of 1st January scores that have not been verified (ie signed-for on the App) will not be accepted
as valid competition scores at Lochend.
If there is an issue with verifying scores on the App, players must send information (what went
wrong) with a signed scorecard to tournaments@lochendgolfclub.co.uk and the admin team will
verify. Also note the IPAD is also available to use when you complete your round (you just need your
name and DoB).
For further information and any enquiries send email to tournaments@lochendgolfclub.co.uk

